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INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we define and try to understand the DICC rings, i.e., rings 
with no doubly infinite chain of ideals (see Definition 1). After investigating 
a few properties which hold in such rings we are able to establish in 
Theorem 3 that a DICC ring is either Noetherian or a direct product of an 
Artinian ring, and a ring S with not prime both minimal and maximal, 
which is not Noetherian, and with the following four properties: (1) Sred is 
Noetherian; (2) n (the nilradical of S) is nilpotent; (3) n has DCC; (4) for 
all x E S - n, n/Sx n n has finite length. 

All rings are commutative with unit. The symbol c means strict 
inclusion, and the symbol c allows equality. All the notation is otherwise 
standard. 

DEFINITION 1. A module M is said to satisfy the doubly irzfinite chain 
condition if any infinite chain of submodules of M 

stabilizes either to the right or to the left (or to both sides). 
Henceforth “DICC” will stand for doubly infinite chain condition and 

“die” for doubly infinite chain. 
A ring which satisfies the DICC condition as a module is called a DICC 

ring. 
Of course, Noetherian rings satisfy the above definition; however, a 

DICC ring need not be Noetherian. Let us look at the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let (I’, m) be a DVR and let E be the injective hull of the 

residue class field K = v/m. E is a I/-module. Consider the ring R = V@ E, 
where addition is defined componentwise and multiplication as follows 

(u, e)(u’, e’) = (vu’, ue’ + u’e) for (u, e), (u’, e’) E P’@ E. 
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The nilradical n of R is the ideal 0 @E which is not finitely generated. 
Hence R is not Noetherian. Let us prove that R is a DICC ring. First note 
that the ideals of R are of the form 

(I) 0 0 E’ where E’ is any submodule of E; 

or 

(II) a @E where a is any ideal of V. 

Pro@ Type (I) is straightforward. For type (II), notice that an ideal b 
of R not of type (I) must be of type (II), because b3 (a, e), a#O, implies 
b 3 (a, e)(a, -e) = (a’, 0), which in turn implies b 3 E since a2E = E. Here 
E is identified with its image in R. 

Now, assume R is not DICC. Let 

. . . cb~m,cbp, cb,cb,cb,c ... 

be a die of ideals of R. If some b, is of type (I), then the chain cannot be 
strictly decreasing since E has DCC; and if some b, is of type (II), then the 
chain cannot be strictly increasing because 

which has ACC. This is a contradiction. 
Henceforth our aim is a structure theorem for DICC rings. We shall 

reach this goal in Theorem 3 and up to that point we shall investigate some 
properties holding in such rings. Let us begin with 

Remark 1. If R is a DICC ring, then so is any homomorphic image an 
any localization of it. (The proof is straightforward.) 

LEMMA 1. A DICC domain is Noetherian. 

ProoJ: Assume not and let 

(O)#a,ca,ca,c ... 

be a strictly increasing chain of ideals of the given DICC domain R. Pick a 
nonzero element x in a, and then form the following die: 

This is a contradiction. 
We next give a result which holds in a quite general context and will be 

used later on. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Zf an ideal a G R contains an infinite direct sum of non- 
zero ideals, say ej. b, G a, then a contains a die of ideals. 

Proof: By passing to a countable infinite subset we may assume the 
index set is the nonnegative integers. Then 

a-h= O b*i+l, h =- 0, 1, 2,... 
,=h 

h 

a/,= 0 hOa,, h = 1, 2, 3,... 
i= I 

provide the die of ideals inside a. 

COROLLARY 1. A DICC ring R cannot contain ideals isomorphic to R/5$3 
,fbr infinitel-y many distinct prime ideals ‘p. 

Proof. For distinct ‘pi, if b, z RI‘@, the sum x1 b, is automatically 
direct. 

COROLLARY 2. Jf m is a maximal ideal of a DICC ring R, Ann, m is a 
finite dimensional vector space over K = R/m. 

Proqf: If not, it is an infinite direct sum of copies of K. 

hMMA 2. A DICC ring with a unique prime ideal is Noetherian. 

Proof: Let (R, m) be such a ring. By Cohen’s theorem it is enough to 
show that the unique prime ideal m is finitely generated. Assume not, and 
set K = R/m. Corollary 2 applied to (R/m’, m/m’) implies that m/m2 is a 
finite-dimensional vector space over K. Now, choose a finite basis for m/m’ 
and pick elements x,, x2 ,..., x, E m such that {xi -I- m2},= 1 _, r is the chosen 
basis for m/m’. Kill the ideal a = (x1 ,..., x,). The ring i? = R/a has DICC 
and has p = m/a as a unique prime ideal. The hypothesis on a implies 
p/p2 = 0. Therefore we can assume without loss of generality that m = m2. 
We have then reduced to proving the following 

SUBLEMMA. lf a ring R has DICC and has a unique prime ideal m with 
m = m2, then it is a field. 

ProojY Assume not and let x E m - (0). If R/(x) has ACC, we are done, 
since m/(x) is finitely generated and so is m. Thus m = 0 by Nakayama’s 
lemma and this is a contradiction. Therefore we can assume that R/(x) is 
not Noetherian; i.e., there is an infinite stricly increasing chain of ideals 
ascending from (x) in R. Hence (x) E R/Ann,x has DCC as an R-module; 
i.e., RJAnn,x is an Artinian ring with a unique prime ideal p = m/Ann.x. 
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This implies ,u~ = 0 for some n or that mn z Ann,x for some 12. Since 
m = m* = m3 = . . . , m”x = 0 implies mx = 0. As x was an arbitrary nonzero 
element in m, we have m = m* = 0, which is a contradiction. 

The next result we are told was also obtained by Professor Sylvia 
Wiegand, but we never saw her proof. 

LEMMA 3. A DICC ring has only finitely many minimal primes. 

Proof: Assume not. As the set Min Spec R when equipped with the 
Zariski topology is a Hausdorff space, there exists an infinite strictly 
decreasing sequence of closed subsets of X0, where X0 = Min Spec R, say 

Choose a sequence of minimal prime ideals of R such that ‘pi E Xi - X, + , , 
all i3 1, and then consider the ideals of R defined by the rule 

and 

b,= fi ‘4&h+,, k > 0, 
h=k 

k> 1. 

Clearly we get a die of ideals 

... Eb zzbp,cb,cb,Eb,c . . . . 

We will show that the inclusion are indeed strict, and therefore we get a 
contradiction. Let us prove, for example, that 

(1) bocb,; (2) b-, cb,; (3) b-~,cbp, 

since the proof of the remaining inclusions is similar. 

ProoJ: (1) Assume not. Then 

b,=‘p1nb,=b,o’p,~b,o’p,EV(b,)~X3, 

which is a contradiction as Q3, E X, -X, and X3 is closed. (Recall that 
‘poXclosedo$Iz(I,,,q.) 

(2) bb,=~~,nb,cb,. For if not, then 

b,,=bp, ~‘$2~bo=~In‘@3n‘&n ... r\&k+,n ... 

-XJ2~‘Qln(Y3nCp5n ...)=‘$Jlnb, 

-(Pzzh as (P2 75 ‘PI. 
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Therefore ‘Qz E X,, which is a contradiction. 

(3) Assume that b~,=(P4nb~,=‘$~n(‘Q,nb,)=b-,. Then 

~341>(P2nb,~‘p,2b,=‘p-,n~,n(P,n ... 

a(U42(P5n’p,n ... 

-cP4EJf5, 

a contradiction because ‘$J4 E X, - X5. 
We give one more lemma and then the first step towards our goal. 

LEMMA 4. [f b, ,..., b, are ideals of a ring R such that R/b,, is Noetherian 
,for j = l,..., n and fly=, b, = (0), then R is Noetherian. 

Proof, It suffices to show the case n = 2 since the general case follows 
by an inductive argument. First of all, note that 6, and b, with this 
property must be finitely generated. Let us prove this for b, . R/b, 
Noetherian implies that b,/b, is finitely generated, say by XI,..., X,. Under 
the assumption that b, n 6, = (0) the lifting x, of Xi in R, 1 d i< t, generate 
b,. If not, set b’ = (x ,,..., x,) and pick y E b, - b’. Then y = I:= i rixi + b,, 
where r, E R and b, E b,, implies that 6, = y-C:= I rixiE b,, which means 
b, = 0. Hence y = Cf=, rixi E b’, a contradiction. Now, let ‘$3 c R be a prime 
ideal. ‘$2 (0) = 6, n b, implies that ‘$3 contains either b, or b,. If ‘$3 2 b,, 
then ‘$3/b, is finitely generated and hence T, as b, is finitely generated. 
Similarly if ‘$3 2 b,. 

As a corollary of all the previous lemmas we have 

THEOREM 1. A reduced DICC ring is Noetherian. 

Proof: By Lemma 3 Min Spec R is finite, and by Remark 1 and 
Lemma 1 the domain R/‘Q is Noetherian for all ‘5J.J E Min Spec R. The con- 
clusion now follows by applying Lemma 4 to the set of minimal prime 
ideals as R is reduced. 

This result suggests that the nilradical n of a DICC ring must have some 
special property. Let us investigate it. 

PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a non-Noetherian DICC ring. Then the follow- 
ing statements hold for the nilradical n of R: 

(a) There are only finitely many associated prime ideals of n and these 
are all maximal. 

(b) n is nilpotent. 

(c) n has DCC. 
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Proof (a) First, observe that n is not finitely generated because R is 
non-Noetherian (by Cohen’s theorem R contains a prime ideal ‘$3 which is 
not finitely generated, but v/n is finitely generated by Theorem 1). Second, 
the cyclic module Rx has finite length (i.e., is Artinian) for all x E n. For if 
not, by completing to the right the infinite strictly decreasing chain starting 
from Rx with the generators xi of n we obtain a die 

. . . 9.x,cYJ--, cRx~Rx+Rx,~ .‘. c ... En, 

where infinitely many of the weak inclusions on the right are strict, since n 
is not finitely generated, which is a contradiction. This implies that 
Ass(n) E Max Spec R because R/‘$ c Rx, ‘!JI mass, is a domain with 
DCC and therefore a field. Moreover, Ass(n) is finite by Corollary 1. 
Notice that this implies that 

r 
It=&) u Ann,m: =@n;, 

i= 1 ( I>1 > 1=1 

where (m, ,..., m,} = Ass(n) and n; = U, Ann,m: c R,,,. If R,, is 
Noetherian, then lJ, Ann,m: has finite length and satisfies (b) and (c) 
clearly. Hence, we may assume R is a local, non-Noetherian, DICC ring for 
the proof of (b) and (c). 

Proof of (b). Assume that the powers of n form an infinite strictly 
decreasing chain. Then each n’/n’+’ has ACC as an R/n’+ ‘-module, for 
otherwise by putting together the lifting of such an infinite chain and the 
strictly decreasing chain 

n i+l,ni+23ni+3 3 .” 

we produce a die in R, which is impossible. Look at n/n2 and pick X,,..., Xk 
generators of it. Kill the ideal b generated by the x;s in R. In the ring 
R= R/b, which is still local, not Noetherian, and has DICC, v = n/b = v2 is 
still not finitely generated. Therefore we can assume that n = n2, which is a 
contradiction. Hence, the nhs do not strictly decrease and we can assume 
that n’=n’+’ for some t. Set a = nr. We want to prove that a = (0). Assume 
not and let x be a nonzero element in a. Then Ann x 3 rn’ =) ns = a for all 
sufficiently large s. Hence ax = 0, which implies a* = a = (0) and this is a 
contradiction. Thus a = (0), i.e., n is nilpotent. 

(c) To show that n has DCC it then suffices to show that n’/n’+ I has 
DCC, 1 d i< t, where n’+’ = (0). Q = &/it’+’ is a module over the 
Noetherian local ring R/n in which each element is killed by a power of the 
maximal ideal p = m/n. Such a module Q has DCC if and only if Anno,u is 
finite dimensional. But An+,u is finite-dimensional because R/n’+’ has 
DICC and the second corollary to Proposition 1 (see [S, Theorem 21). 

In the next two theorems we will reach our goal. 
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DEFINITION 2. A min/max ideal is a prime ideal which is both minimal 
and maximal. 

THEOREM 2. Let S be a non-Noetherian ring with no min/max ideals. Let 
n be the nilradical of S. Then S has DICC if and only if 

(1) Sred is Noetherian; 

(2) n is nilpotent; 

(3) n has DCC; 

(4) for all x E S - n, n/Sx n n has finite length. 

Proof. For the “only if’ part we need to prove only that (4) holds when 
S has DICC. Pick x E S - n. If x is a unit, then Sx = S implies n/Sx n n = 0, 
which has finite length. Hence we can assume that x is not a unit. This 
implies that 0 # Ann x E m for some maximal ideal m. Note that the image 
x/l of x in S,,, is not zero as Ann xc m and is not nilpotent. If x/l is not a 
unit, then it is clear that the sequence ((x/l)‘};, , is strictly decreasing. 
This implies that the { (x)~}~, 1 is strictly decreasing [if not, 
(x)‘= (,y)i’ ’ = (x/l )i = (x/l)“+‘], and therefore n/Sx n n has finite length 
because n having DCC implies that n/Sx n n has DCC and S having DICC 
implies that Sx + n/Sx has ACC and hence the assertion follows from the 
isomorphism n/Sx n n = Sx + n/Sx. If x/l is a unit, pick any y E S - n such 
that y E m and y/l # 0 in S,,,. Then {((x/1)( y/l )i}i,, strictly decreasing in 
S,,, implies {(xY)‘),~, strictly decreasing in S which in turn implies that 
n/S(xy) nn has finite length. Hence n/Sxn n has finite length as 
homomorphic image of n/S(xy) n n. 

Conversely, assume that S is not DICC. Let 

... cb_,cbp,cb,cb,c ... (*I 

be a die of ideals of S. The hypothesis Sred Noetherian implies that 
b, + n = b,, , + n = . . . from some t. Since (* ) is strictly increasing, we must 
have 6, n n c b,, , n n c . c n, for otherwise 6, = b,, I = . . . and this is a 
contradiction. Hence tt/b,nn does not have ACC. On tht other hand, (*) 
strictly decreasing implies b, & n for all k. Pick x E b, - K. Then, by (4), 
n/Sxn n has ACC, which implies that n/b,nn has ACC as a 
homomorphic image of it. Therefore we have a contradiction again. 

THEOREM 3. A ring R has DICC if and only if R is Noetherian or 
R = S x A, where S is a ring satisfying the four conditions of Theorem 2 and 
A is an Artinian ring. 

Proof. Let us prove first the only if part. Assume R is not Noetherian 
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and does not have DICC either. Since R z S x A, a strictly die of ideals of 
R has the form 

where {bklke .cS and {aklke L c A. Now, A being an Artinian ring 
implies that the chain { ak} stabilizes above and below; hence the strictly 
increasing and decreasing part comes from { bk} c S. But S has DICC, a 
contradiction. Conversely, assume R has DICC and is not Noetherian. As 
Min Spec R = {VP, ,..., Cp,} is finite by Lemma 3, there are at most finitely 
many min/max ideals, say !)3, ,..., (Vk. Notice that k < n, for otherwise 
Spec R = {‘p, ,..., ‘$I,,}, i.e., R would be zero-dimensional, hence Artinian, 
which is a contradiction since we are assuming R not Noetherian. Set 
U= {‘$,} u ... u {(Pk}. U is clopen and therefore Spec R=Xu U, where 
X = Spec R - U, is clopen as well. This implies that R E S x A, where S has 
DICC and no min/max ideals and where A is Artinian since it has DICC, 
and it is zero-dimensional with finite spectrum: A is a finite product of 
rings of the type of Lemma 2. 
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